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There are 6 (Six) questions- Answer all 6 (Six) questions. Programmable calculators are not allowed. Do

not uvite on this question paper. The figures in the right margin indicate full marks and corresponding CO
and PO. SYmbols conveY their usual meanings. Assume reasonable data/values for any missing data/info.

1. (a)
(b)

State the differences between steady and un-steady flow with examples.
A certain oil of specific gravity 0.90 is flowing through a taper pipe of 225

mm diameter at section- 1 and 450 mm diameter at section-2. The flow rate
thrOugh the pipe iS 0.25 m3/S and pressure at section 1 and 2 are 100 M)a
and 50 kPa respectively. Find the head loss and direction of flow. The
difference of height between section 1 and 2 is 4.5m
A triangular plate of 1 m base and 1.5 m altitude is immersed in water as
shown in the figure below. The plane of the plate is inclined at 30' with
the free surface of water and the base is parallel to the water surface. Find
the total force on the plate and the position of the center of pressure, when
the base-

i) is at a depth of 2m from the water surface
ii) is at a depth of 10m from the water surface.
iii) coincides with the water surface.

[COI, POI: 3]
[C02, P02: 8]

(C) [C03, P02: 14]

X = DIstance berweo/7 base
& wafer surface

2. (a) Explain the concepts of absolute pressure urd gauge pressure. [COI, POI: 3]
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(b) The velocity distribution in a 5 cm radius pipe (as shown in the figure
below) is given by-

12

„ = 5(1–;) 'm/'
where9 r iS in cm. Find the shear stress at the pipe wall if the fluid has a
viscositY of 2 centipoise. What is the resistance force per km length of
pipe due to now?

[C02, P02:

beth is

(C) The given figure shows a flow under a sluice gate. The rectangular
channel width is 4.25 m. [c03, p02: 141

1)

iI)

If the depths upstream and downstream of the gate are 1.5 m and 0.6

m respectively, find the flow rate. Assume no head loss.
If the gate opening is set such that the depth downstream is 0.7 m.
Find the upstream depth under these conditions if the flow rate is
18.02 m3/s. Assume no head loss.

3. (a)

(b)

Discuss the different kinds of similarities a model should possess and the
application of model testing with real life examples.

[COI, POI: 6]

A 1:25 model of a submarine is tested in a wind tunnel. If the speed of
prototype is 12 m/s, find the speed of air in wind tunnel. Find also the ratio

of drag forces between the prototype and its model. The kinematic
viscosities of air and sea water are 0.015x104 m2/s and 0.012><104 m2/s

The densities of sea water and air are 1030 kg/m3 and 1.24 kg/m3. Use given
formulas: R = U and E = T _IV P

[C02, P02: 7]

(C) The discharge Q of a centrifbgal pump depends on density of water r,

speed of impeller N, diameter of impeller D, pressure developed by the
pump p and the viscosity of water m. Using Buckingham p-theorem show
that the relationship between Q and the variables is given by,

[C03, P02: 12]

Q = 1V ][) 3 1gP Fh F B]
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4. (a) [C02, P02: 8]
1

Datum

(A)

A certain liquid is flowing from reservoir A to reservoir B through a 60 m
long and 50 mm diameter pipe. The difference of elevation between the two
reservoirs is 15 m. Find the flow rate of the liquid. The kinematic viscosity
of liquid is 9.30 x 10-5 m2/s. Neglect minor losses.

(b)

(C)

Differentiate between:
(i) Laminar flow and turbulent flow
(ii) Hydraulic grade line and energy grade line

[col, POI: 51

A 50-mm diameter siphon is drawing oil (s.g = 0.82) from an oil reservoir,
as shown in the given figure below. If the head loss from point 1 to point 2
is 1.50 m and from point 2 to point 3 is 2.40 m, Find the discharge of oil
from the siphon and the oil pressure at point 2.

[C02, P02: 7]

Oil ( s.& M 0.821

let siphon

(d) Discuss the different types of losses in pipe flow with respective figures. [COI, POI: 5]

5. (a) [C03, P02: 12]E.L, or H.G L

h2

B
2

(/
3

Q3\x

In the above figure, pipe 1 is 90 cm smooth concrete, 1500 m long; pipe 2
is 60 cm cast iron, 450 m long; and pipe 3 is 80 cm cast iron, 1200 m
long. The elevations of water surface in reservoir A and B are 90 m and
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[C02, P02: 8]
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(C)

(a)

[C02, P02: 5]

6.

[c03, p02: lol

H2Cd

:* J=,~'}–=,
Q

1

(b)

(C)

I : : j : : : i ?; cvees: : :o= = t J :iI :i1 :tE eU :::: is :: :cI :aLee : IET:ui:hI: r=: re:#9 c an

Explain the ptlenomena ofwate, ham,.e, with HgV,es.

[COI, POI : 4]

[COI, POI : 4]
Water is fl, lpe system at the rate of 200 1/s. Find th,total head loss over the length of the pipes.

[C02, P02: 7]

d3=2QDmITI

Datum f2>

d2 H350mm
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